All patterns included in the book
Garden Gatherings PRI 1015

Remember When 90” x 90”
Wild Prairie 70” x 82”
Reap What You Sew 94” x 112”

Change of Course 82” x 97”

Garden Gatherings
& Garden Gatherings Shirtings
PRIMITIVE GATHERINGS
To Plant a Garden is to Believe in Tomorrow
- Audrey Hepburn

My life is colored by quilts, and with Garden Gatherings, I’ve brought the garden into my home. Tiny Tulips, Carnations, Roses, Posies and Ground Cover in bold shades of Rose, Sunflower, Lavender and Lily, these shirting-style prints are perfectly suited for the small-scale piecing I love.

Every garden needs a foundation, a backdrop that lets the flowers bloom, and thrive. Using the same prints and colors, these Garden Gatherings Shirtings are background and light prints that put the color on ivory. The look is primitive, with a bit of vibrant color. Traditional, and timeless.

- Lisa Bongean

MARCH DELIVERY

T Quilt 74" x 90"
Party of Four 72" x 80"
Seedlings 88" x 90"
Flower Box 90" x 90"
Garden Gatherings Shirtings  PRIMITIVE GATHERINGS

MARCH DELIVERY

49170 28  49171 15  49176 15  49171 12  49174 12  49172 12
49174 13  49177 13  49172 13  49171 13
49176 14  49171 14  49173 14  49171 16  49177 16
49176 11  49176 11  49173 11  49171 11

• 20 Prints   • 100% Premium Cotton
HB’s, JR’s, LC’s, MC’s & PP’s include 2 of each sku.
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